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The paper investigates quantum control of the proton transfer reaction in a two-dimensional

model system using terahertz (THz) laser fields. The model potential, tailored to MP2 data for

thioacetylacetone, comprises the proton transfer and the heavy atom coordinates. Two distinct

mechanisms of proton transfer are investigated: the resonant versus the tunneling one. The effi-

ciency of laser control in both cases is tested against the instability of pulse characteristics. The

study shows that while the resonant scheme allows efficient control for a large range of field

parameters, the tunneling scheme is very sensitive to the pulse characteristics, and therefore

experimentally hardly realizable.
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INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt that ultrafast laser spectroscopy has

deeply influenced research in different areas of modern

chemistry and biology.1–3 In particular, the issue of laser

control of chemical reactions has received considerable

attention in the last decade.4 Here, detailed understand-

ing of both the laser-matter interaction and relaxation

processes occurring in the molecules is required to take

full advantage of the possibilities offered by the up-to-

date ultrafast equipment. Recent advances in generation

of THz laser pulses5 enabled experimental studies of

quantum transport phenomena6,7 and opened the possi-

bility of manipulating these effects for controlling mo-

lecular dynamics.

Here we theoretically explored the possibility of con-

trolling the proton transfer dynamics in asymmetric molec-

ular systems by using picosecond THz laser pulses.8–10

Two laser control mechanisms emerged from these stud-

ies. In the resonant scheme, the laser frequency matches

the energy difference between the two lowest states in

the system (localized in the reactant and product wells),

and by exploiting the non-zero dipole momentum be-

tween them induces a population switch in the molecule.

The second mechanism, most easily understandable in

the so-called dressed molecular state representation, is

based on the idea of perturbing the system potential in

such a way that the initial asymmetry in the molecular

potential is removed. The lowest eigenstates of the sys-

tem are then brought into resonance for a time needed

for the proton to tunnel from the reactant to the product

well of the system. Although the underlying mechanisms

are rather different, it has been shown that both schemes

perform equally well in dissipative and non-dissipative

environments.9,10 Also, both schemes require a similar
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field intensity and picosecond pulse duration. Neither of

these works was focused on the robustness of the proposed

schemes, i.e., on the feasibility of their experimental re-

alization. Here, we will explore the efficiency of the two

schemes with respect to changes in the laser frequency

and/or field intensities. For this purpose we will use a

two-dimensional model Hamiltonian tailored to thioacetyl-

acetone, a molecule for which a large body of experi-

mental and theoretical results is available.8,9,12–14

THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN

It is well known that accurate calculation of the proton

potential in H-bonded systems requires inclusion of dy-

namical correlation effects. This can be most easily

achieved by using the second order Møllet-Plesset per-

turbation theory (MP2)15 or by employing the computa-

tionally less expensive Density Functional Theory (DFT),16

while the more sophisticated CCSD(T) method is com-

putationally quite expensive. It has been emphasized in a

number of studies on hydrogen bonded systems that due

to overestimation of correlation effects, DFT gives too

low energy barriers for proton transfer. Recently, it has

been shown17 that the B1LYP functional could be an ad-

equate choice for potential energy surface calculations in

such systems. For the molecule at hand, thioacetylacetone,

the B1LYP/6-311++G** method gives a proton transfer

(PT) energy barrier of 5.2 kcal mol–1, which is in good

agreement with the MP2 barrier of 5.3 kcal mol–1.14 It is

noteworthy that like in acetylacetone18–25 the proton transfer

in TAA is coupled with rotation of the two methyl groups.

In this work we have employed a two-dimensional

potential energy surface adapted from MP2(full)/6-31+

G(d,p) calculations. The model potential, which com-

prises the proton transfer coordinate (x) and the heavy

atom coordinate (Q), is discussed in detail in Refs. 8,9.

The potential along the PT coordinate is obtained by fit-

ting quantum chemical data, and can be expressed as

Vx(x) =

1

2
[V x V x V x V x Kosc osc osc osc

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))1 2 1 2 2 4� � � � 2 ( )x ] (1)

The potential has been obtained using two shifted

(�i) harmonic functions V x
i

osc

( ) ( ) = ki (x–x0,i)
2 / 2 + �i cou-

pled by a Gaussian function K(x) = kc exp�–(x–xc)
2�

with amplitude kc. Index i = 1,2 refers to the enol and

enethiol forms, respectively. All parameters of the po-

tential are listed in Refs. 8,9.

The potential for the heavy atom motion can be

modeled by a function of the form8,9

VQ(x,Q) =
kQ

2
(Q – f(x))2 (2)

where the asymmetry of the TAA potential is taken into

account through the coupling function f(x) = ax2 + bx3.

The molecular Hamiltonian therefore reads:

H0 =
px

x

2

2�
+

pQ

Q

2

2�
+ Vx(x) + VQ(x,Q) (3)

Here, µx = 1.05 u and µQ = 4.73 u are the reduced

masses for the motion along the PT and the heavy atom

coordinate, respectively.

The time independent Schrödinger equation H0 �v(x,Q) =

Ev �v(x,Q) has been solved using the Fourier grid Hamilto-

nian method.26 The two lowest eigenfunctions �0 and �1,

corresponding to the enol and enethiol forms of TAA are
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Figure 1. The two-dimensional potential
energy surface (isolines at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.8, 2.5 eV) is shown
together with the density plots of vibra-
tional eigenstates (from left to right and
top to bottom) �0, �1, �2, �8.



shown in Figure 1 together with the model potential. The

first excited state in heavy atom coordinate �2 and the first

excited state in the PT direction �8 are shown as well.

In order to investigate the laser driven proton dy-

namics, one has to define the Hamiltonian of the interac-

tion between the molecule and the electromagnetic field.

In the dipole approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian

is given by

HF(t) = –d(x,Q) E(t) (4)

where d(x,Q) is the dipole moment (for details see Refs.

8,9) and E(t) is the Gaussian shaped laser field

E(t) = E0

2
2

1 2

� �

�
�
�

	


�

/

e
t t� �2 0

2 2( ) /�
cos(�t) (5)

with amplitude E0, carrier frequency �, duration t0, and

width �. The total Hamiltonian is then given by H =

H0 + HF.

The solution of the time dependent Schrödinger

equation

i�
d

d

y

t
= H� (6)

has been obtained by expansion of �(x,Q,t) in the basis

of the system eigenfunctions �v(x,Q)

�(x,Q,t) = a t x Qv v

v

( ) ( , )�� (7)

The coefficients av(t) are then determined by solving

the set of coupled first-order differential equations:

i�
d

d

a

t

v = avEv – E(t) v d x Q a t| |( , ) ( )m m

�

� (8)

The numerical solution of Eq. (8) was obtained us-

ing the standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. In

order to take account of possible multiphoton transi-

tions, fifteen eigenstates were included into the calcula-

tion. In the following, the dynamics of the system will

be monitored by the population of each state given by:

Pv(t) = |av(t) |2 (9)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From spectroscopic data it is known that ß-thioxoketones

exist as a mixture of interconverting enol and enethiol

forms. As this work aims to compare the efficiency and

robustness of the two laser control schemes for enol-

enethiol interconversion, we consider the system in the

enol form. The first excited vibrational state (enethiol

form) has been chosen as the target state.

The Resonant Scheme

Within the resonant scheme, the field parameters for an

efficient population inversion are obtained from the

so-called -pulse criteria. We know from the two-level

systems theory27 that the transition amplitude is a func-

tion of the pulse area defined by

�(t) = d01 / � s t t

t

( ' ) 'd
0

� (10)

where d01 = f0 1| |d x Q( , ) � is the transition dipole mo-

ment, and s(t) is the slowly varying field amplitude.

When the time integral of the Rabi frequency (the pulse

area) is equal to , a complete population inversion oc-

curs between the two states. Tuning the pulse frequency

into resonance with the �0 � �1 transition and following

the -pulse criteria, we found that the laser pulse shown

in Figure 2a, with parameters �0 = 0.0103 u, � = 8.12 �
10–4 u (178.2 cm–1) and duration t0 = 1300 fs, induces an

almost complete population switch in the system.9 The

underlying state dynamics can be conveniently moni-

tored by calculating the instantaneous eigenvalues of the

time-dependent Hamiltonian28

(H0 – �(t)d) � n

� = E n

� � n

� (11)

In Figure 2b, we plot the field dependence of the

eigenenergies E n

� for the six lowest states. First, we no-

tice that the interaction with the laser field causes mix-
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Figure 2. The laser field for the resonant approach to the laser
driven proton transfer is presented in the upper panel. The field
dependence of the eigenenergies En

� for the six lowest states of
TAA (middle panel) and the population dynamics of the two lowest
eigenstates during the isomerization reaction (lower panel). The
laser field and energies are given in atomic units.



ing of instantaneous eigenvalues in the system. Due to

the resonant laser field, all states of the system experi-

ence a strong optical Stark effect (or ac Stark effect),29

and the effect is most pronounced in the two lowest

eigenvalues. This gives rise to an efficient population

transfer between the two lowest states, as shown in Fig-

ure 2c. It can be observed that the time-dependence of

the population transfer rates follows the oscillatory pat-

tern of the field dressed eigenvalues.

The Tunneling Scheme

Next, we explore the efficiency of the tunneling scheme.

The amplitude of the tunneling pulse �0 can be calcu-

lated from the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian Eq.

(12) and is given by30

�0 =
E E

d d

1 2

00 11

�

�
(12)

where E0 and E1 are eigenvalues of the ground and first

excited states. A plateau type pulse8 with amplitude �0

given by Eq. (12) induces a complete population transfer

between the reactant and the product within the tunnel-

ing time 	 = h / 4 �0 d01. Note that in TAA, in order to

compensate for the positive value of d00 – d11, the tun-

neling filed has a negative amplitude �0.

Here, we consider an almost half-cycled pulse with pa-

rameters �0 = –0.009848 u, � = 3.9 � 10–5 u (8.7 cm–1) and

duration t0 = 1200 fs, which is shown in the upper panel of

Figure 3. This type of pulse, experimentally realizable in

the femtosecond time domain, can be considered as a limit-

ing case of the plateau type pulse8 with zero duration of the

plateau period. The instantaneous eigenvalues for the tun-

neling pulse and the correspondent population dynamics

are plotted in the middle and lower panels of Figure 3. The

pulse initially creates a superposition of two delocalized

states which are eigenstates of the molecule dressed by the

laser field, Eq. (11). In the following stage when the two

lowest instantaneous eigenvalues are very close to each

other, the dynamics proceeds by tunneling. At the end of

the pulse the field is switched off, and the wave function is

stabilized in the target state. While the resonant pulse

brings a number of eigenvalues close to each other, the

tunneling pulse is more selective, and only the two closest

eigenvalues become near degenerate. The population dy-

namics of the two lowest zeroth-order states is shown in

the lower panel of Figure 3. Like in the case of the reso-

nant pulse, the tunneling pulse induces an almost complete

population switch in the system.

Isomerization Efficiency

Let us now consider the efficiency of the isomerization

against the instability of the pulse characteristics. In Fig-

ure 4, we plotted the dependence of the occupation prob-

ability P1 of the target state on the amplitude and the fre-

quency of the laser pulses. The laser field amplitude was
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Figure 3. The laser field for the tunneling approach to isomerization
is shown in the upper panel. The field dependence of the eigen-
energies En

� for the six lowest states of TAA (middle panel). The
population dynamics of the two lowest eigenstates is shown in the
lower panel. The laser field and energies are given in atomic units.

Figure 4. The population of the target �1 state against the instabil-
ity of the pulse characteristics (pulse intensity and frequency) for
laser pulse duration of t0 = 800 fs (upper panel), and t0 = 1300
fs (lower panel).



varied in an uniform way between –0.025 � �0 � 0.025 u

with an increment of � �0 = 0.0005 u while the laser fre-

quency was varied between 0 � � � 0.00112 u (245.8

cm–1 with an increment of � � = 3.75 � 10–6 u (0.8

cm–1). The duration of the laser pulses was fixed at t0 =

800 fs (upper panel) and t0 = 1300 fs (lower panel).

From Figure 4a it is evident that for the subpicosecond

pulse duration, an appreciable population transfer occurs

only in the low frequency region, i.e., the proton transfer

proceeds by laser driven tunneling. The range of parame-

ters for which an efficient population transfer is achieved

(P1 � 0.8) is very restricted. The reduction and fragmenta-

tion of the high yield areas is due to the fact that non-opti-

mal pulses get the instantaneous eigenstates close to each

other for a period shorter than the required tunneling

time. On the other hand, for longer pulses (t0 = 1300 fs,

Figure 4b), the reaction yield is higher than P1 = 0.8 (red)

for a range of parameters in the resonant region satisfying

only approximately the -pulse condition. The shape of

the resonant pulse allows efficient laser control for posi-

tive as well as for negative values of the laser field ampli-

tude. It is also noteworthy that two areas of control with

reaction yields higher than P1 = 0.8 appear for � = 0.01 u,

� = 0.00048 u (105 cm–1) and for � = 0.02 u, � = 0.00058

u (127 cm–1). Unlike in the resonant case, no appreciable

control was achieved in the mirror areas (positive field

amplitudes). The changes induced by the two pulses on

the instantaneous eigenvalues indicate that the underlying

mechanism is a combination of the resonant and tunnel-

ing schemes. The most striking feature of Figure 4, how-

ever, is the fragmentation of the controllability areas be-

low � = 2.4 � 10–6 a. u. (55 cm–1). Like in the previous

case, no appreciable control could be achieved outside

very restricted amplitude and frequency areas.

Finally, the instability of the laser driven isomerization

in the tunneling regime has a direct implication on the pos-

sible experimental realization of the scheme. From the

point of view of the required pulse intensities, both

schemes appear feasible for experimental realization. How-

ever, the extreme sensitivity of the tunneling scheme under

initial conditions makes the resonant scheme more appro-

priate for actual experiments.

CONCLUSION

We have investigated the robustness of two laser control

schemes for isomerization in proton transfer systems. Nu-

merical simulation was performed using a two-dimensional

model potential describing the proton transfer reaction in

thioacetylacetone. On the basis of the solutions of the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation, we found that the

resonant scheme as well as the tunneling one induce an ef-

ficient proton switch in the molecule. The underlying dy-

namics was monitored by calculating the instantaneous

eigenvalues of the time-dependent Hamiltonian. We have

shown that, within the resonant scheme, population inver-

sion can occur for quite a wide range of laser field parame-

ters. On the other hand, the tunneling scheme has proven to

be very sensitive to changes in pulse parameters. No appre-

ciable control could be achieved outside very restricted pa-

rameter area. This makes the tunneling scheme less suit-

able for experimental application.
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SA@ETAK

O postojanosti nisko frekventnih shema laserskog upravljanja prijenosom
protona u tioacetilacetonu

Iva Tati} i Na|a Do{li}

Istra`ivana je laserska kontrola prijenosa protona u dvodimenzionalnom modelnom sustavu rabe}i tera-

hertzne (THz) laserske pulseve. Modelni potencijal, dobiven na temelju MP2 podataka za tioacetilaceton, sastoji

se od koordinate koja opisuje prijenos protona i koordinate gibanja te{kih atoma. Istra`ena su dva mehanizma

laserske kontrole: rezonantni i tuneliraju}i. Posebna pozornost posve}ena je osjetljivosti na nestabilnost laser-

skog pulsa. Dok je rezonantna shema u~inkovita u {irokom frekvencijskom podru~ju, tuneliraju}a se shema

pokazala vrlo osjetljivom na promjene frekvencije i inteziteta laserskog polja te stoga eksperimentalno manje

pogodnom.
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